2007 Enabling Group

Report to the Methodist Council, October 2006

1. The Methodist Council appointed an Enabling Group in autumn 2004 to facilitate plans for the commemoration of two Methodist anniversaries in 2007: the tercentenary of the birth of Charles Wesley and the bicentenary of the first British Methodist Camp Meeting.

2. The Enabling Group has fulfilled its terms of reference by:-

a) Establishing a website (www.methodistanniversaries2007.org.uk) with information about the anniversaries, worship resources prepared by the Worship and Liturgy Resources Group of the Faith and Order Committee and facilities for sharing information about local and regional events;

b) Devising an insert in the Link Mailing (September 2005), contributing to Momentum, maintaining links with the Methodist Recorder and the Connexional Press Office, and contacting Districts, connexional bodies and Methodist organisations alerting them to the opportunities afforded by the anniversaries;

c) Encouraging ecumenical collaboration by contacting District and diocesan ecumenical officers and by facilitating a joint Anglican/Methodist approach to the Charles Wesley tercentenary;

d) Making the most of electronic communication: four of the Group’s seven meetings were telephone conferences, and email was used extensively.

3. The Group has been glad to support the development of heritage and mission initiatives, linked to the 2007 Heritage Open Days.

4. The Group’s concluding reflections included:-

	Endorsement of telephone conferences as an effective way of working;
	Appreciation of the website as an excellent means of collecting and disseminating information;

Recognition of the benefits of a clear and limited brief from the Council, coupled with an awareness that there was still an expectation in some parts of the Connexion that the Group would be arranging high-profile national events;
Awareness that the multiple anniversaries in 2007 (including the bicentenary of the Slave Trade Act) may have blurred the focus for some people, while offering fruitful connections for others.

Martin Wellings,
20 September 2006.

